
Changelog yuuvis RAD 6.10

Schlüssel Komponente

(n)

Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

COOL-
12134

yuuvis RAD 
core-service

Meta data extraction is 
executed during batch object 
creation

The meta data extraction is not called during batch importing of objects. 

Acceptance:

The content meta data gets applied to the meta data, if DmsBatchService.createObjects is 
used.
A user is able to prevent the meta data extraction.

 

 

COOL-
12364

yuuvis RAD 
core-service

The storage and retention 
dates can be determined 
while creating the object 
(creatItem)

As with the Batch-createItem, as a developer I would like to be able to specify the storage and 
retention for the dms.createItem. The aim is to write a document to the archive when it is created.

Acceptance creteria:

The REST endpoint createItem has two new paramateres to set the storage and the retention 
dates.
In the REST user interface these paramters can be set as well.

COOL-
12377

yuuvis RAD 
core-service

The session handling in core-
service is optimized

As a system responsible, I want the system being more stable.

Acceptance criteria:

invalid sessions are removed in all cases
it is possible to monitore the active session within the REST-WS interface.

A list of sessions with further information is shown
The amount of open sessions is shown

if using JWT-session there is no need to provide cookies

COOL-
12410

yuuvis RAD 
search-service

The Search API supports the 
size of buckets for 
aggregations

As a programmer, I want to call aggregations with the size of its buckets to fit the users 
requirements.

Acceptance criteria:

It is possible to use the additional parameter 'size' to define the amount of buckets for an 
aggregation.
It is possible to define the custom default size of aggregation buckets in the yaml-file. Default 
is 20.

COOL-
12411

yuuvis RAD 
client

The editing of form tables is 
optimized

As a user, I want to be supported by some smaller optimizations while editing table data as 
descibed in the criteria below. 

Acceptance criteria:

There is an 'x' in the form area to close the form.
In the form title a hint is given if the user is working on a new row.
After saving form data as a new row this new row is highlighted for a short while 
In case of many rows the list scrolls to the end after saving a new row.
After click onto 'remove' a security question is offered with 'OK' and 'Cancel'. The focus is on 
'OK'.
The icons in the table header are looking more similar.
There are buttons with words instead of symbols for saving.
In case of a new row there is a checkbox 'Insert new row'. If checked the form for inserting a 
new row is opened again after save to enter the next one.

COOL-
12416

yuuvis RAD 
client

You can configure the 
browser tab name of the 
dashboard

As a system integrator, I want to be able to configure the component name that is shown in the 
brwoser-tab of the dashboard concerning an OEM setting.

Acceptance criteria:

The component name that is shown in the browser-tab of the dashboard can be configured in 
the client config file.
To be discussed: name in the help state
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COOL-
12422

yuuvis RAD 
agent

The agent API offers an 
information whether a user is 
allowed to save an object in 
the general filing location

As a programmer, I want to be able to request via agent whether the logged-in user is allowed to 
save an object in the general filing location so that I can offer this function within my application 
using the agent API.

Acceptance criteria: 

GetConnection() and GetLocationsAndFavorites() can be called in a way that returns the 
information

whether the general filing location can be offered for creating a new object or not
and whether it is allowed to create a template object (capability for this feature is active)

COOL-
12470

yuuvis RAD 
client

The customization of client 
settings is optimized

As an administrator, I want to change the client configurations in a way that updates don't 
overwrite my changes and that new client keys are affected as well.

Acceptance criteria:

Instead of changing the settings in ...\service-
manager\data\webresource\public\client\assets_default\config\main.json the settings have to 
be changed in a file ...\service-
manager\data\webresource\resources\client\assets_default\config. This file only contains the 
changed values. All other values are read from the standard file.

COOL-
12484

yuuvis RAD 
core-service, 
yuuvis RAD 
management-
studio

You can empty the recycle 
bin

As an administrator, I want to be able to empty the recycle bin of a user.

Current solution: select  object and call an action.one

Acceptance criteria:

There is an operation that allows to empty the recycle bins:
It is possible to configure the days an object has been in the recycle bin. In case of '0' all 
objects are deleted.
It is possible to configure a list of users. The correspsong bins are deleted. If no user is 
configured all bins are deleted.

 ERA-7362 yuuvis RAD 
core-service

All yuuvis RAD locks can be 
removed via REST interface

As an administrator, I would like to be able to remove all existing locks at once in case that 
something went wrong and that locks remained although they should have been removed. 

Acceptance criteria:

There is an internal REST endpoint to manually remove all locks that were placed on schema, 
security and organisation.
This removal can be done also from another server-node.
Endpoint is documented and available in our rest-ws 

10 Vorgänge
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